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By Rosalie H. Davis F'uty ' UNH students may par-

ticipate in the fourth occupation
of the Seabrook Nuclear power
plant on June 24th.
Students Against Nuclear
Energy (SANE) member J\ntoinette Hills estimated that only ·
15 of the 4,000 anti-Seabrook
protestors who occupied the site
in 1977 were UNH students.
The controversial' power plant
was proposed by the Public Service Company CPSC) in 1968, and
has since been the center of a
potpourri of financial and environmental problems.
The NH House voted on April 27
to outlaw Construction Work in
Progress CCWIP) loans, a controversial funding method which
asks customers to underwrite
construction loans.
PSC electric rates climbed 17
percent in December 1977 .to
generate $32 million, 17 of which
would be used to pay for CWIP
loans.
UNH Physical Plant Operation
and Maintenance Assistant
Director
Gerald
Boothby
estimated the rate hike would
cost UNH about $10,000.
Five New Hampshire towns
countered the rate increase by
voting· at town. meetings to
withhold the increase from their
electric bills. Berlin, Dover,
Frariklin, Rochester and Somersworth all voted not to pay the
·bill, but only Dover actually
withheld money.
The PSC · suep the city of Dover

Durham, N.H.

Student governance

takes on a new form
, By Kate McClare
The caucus' replacement is a
It took a year, but the UNH group of about 21 committees
i Student Governance Task Force
overseen by an executive council.
1
has finally come up with a new The council, made up of vice
, governance formula_ Student presidents from the committee
leaders say it's a big im- would serve as a communication~
provement over the old gover- , link and refer problems to the
nment, but there are few substan- appropriate area. An executive
tive changes.
vice president would serve on the
Most ot the cnanges are super- council an<1 be second m comficial. with final aooroval over mand to the president
3tudent Government proposals still
Each .committee's proposals
given to the admmistrat1on.
would go to the appropriate adIt was Seabrook and bust for this demonstrator, one of
ministrator for approval.
1,400 arrested at the site last spring. (George Newton photo)
Student
involvement
in
residential life decisions are
and won by default when D~ver stead of the projected $32 million,
somewhat strengthened by the
failed to attend a scheduled to finishthe $2.3 billion plant.
Residence Council, which
rate
increase
The
December
hearing and then paid the bill.
replaces the Dining and ResidenVice
President
of
~tudent
AfPortsmouth- and Durham sup- has not been approved by the
ce
Advisory Council <DRAC>.
ported anti-CWIP legislation but · state Public Utilities Commission fairs Richard Steven, Student Stevens and Director of Residen(PUC) which must make a Body President Peter Tandy, and tial Life David Bianco still have
paid their bills under protesl
Dover ~ayor Jack Buckley decision before May 31, or the JJNH President Eugene Mills will the power of yes or no, however.
said the city defaulted on the suit r.ates become automatically send their recommendations about
Stevens and former St.u~nt
because of the cost ·it would im- permanent. If the PUC revokes tne proposal to the task force by Body President Jim O'Neill forpose on taxpayers, and beeause the hike, the PSC must refund the Oct.1.
If Mills approves the proposal, mea me task torce last year after
of the unfavorable precedent it increase to consumers.
elections
will be held Nov. 1 and · the dissolution of the unicameral
McK~nny said he hopes the inwould set for other anti-CWIP
2.
Those
elected
will take office ·university Senate in the spring of
crease will be approved, because
concerns if Dover lost the suit.
1977.
The Granite State Alliance most NH people are in favor of Nov. 22. In succeeding years they The University Senate was comCGSA) paralleled the stance uf Seabrook's construction, ac-· will begin serving their one-year posed of student, faculty, staff,
the towns by urging individuaJ cording to a PSC poll. McKenny terms Jan. 1, when the proposal and administrative represenconsumers to withhold the rate also said to halt work at the site goes into effect.
tatives who met in one body to
The biggest change is the
hike from monthly utility bills. would cost about $15 million a
abolition of the old Student decide educational policies. It
month.
PSr Snokesman GordQn McKenwas one of the few University
The PUC may be restructured Caucus. The caucus had governing of its kind, and many
ny said between thirty and forty
authority
over
individual
comto meet increased demands placed
consumer~ withheld payment.
The GSA is supported by 23 NH on it by the Seabrook controver- mittee's proposals, subject to . ~OVERNANCE, page 2
community groups, most of them sies. A bill to increase the three- administrative app~oval.
envi.r onmental. P·. encq_uraged mem.bers staff to five and inconsumers to contact local crease their salaries passed the
politicians and asked them to state house on Ap.ril 26.
State Representative Leo
support anti CWIP legislation.
To help ease the financial diff- Lessard (D./R. Dover), who
iculties of the PSC, the utility will sponsored the bill, said the move
offer 1 million shares of stock for would cost $110,000. "That
sale on May 13, for about twenty averages 40¢ a month per condollars each, according_ to sumer fmaily," he said.
Another threat to the plant's
McKenny.
The PSC announced on April 26 progress is the cooling system,
that it would need $46',millio_n, inSEABROOK, page 2

News Analysis

Moonies active in. Durham .area
.

recruiting - technique described
Rev. Sun Myung Moon's by Wheeler as "trying to meet
Unification Chruch returned to with people and talk with them
the Durham area last _ fall, about the Unification Church."
The church was founded by
creating almost as much controversy as when the church left Korean industrialist Moon in the
Durham three years dgo amid early 1950s and has been active in
charges of harrassment, kidnap- the US since the early 60s. It
oinl:!_ and brainwashinl:!.
boasts 30,000 American membe~sChurch members set up tem- . The church and its mynau v..
porary office in Durham last
· business affiliates are now being
summer, later movmg to tne1r investigated by a congressional
present Portsmouth office. Local subcommittee for possible
church leader Charles Wheeler illegalities. ·
The Collegiate Association for
said the move was made "in case
the 1les~arch of Princiles
things get too hot in Durham."
Wheeler led a church presen- CCARP), a church affiliate, was
tation in the Memorial Union active on the UNH campus
Building last September that was during the 1974-75 academic year.
CARP sponsored films, leeattended by 500 students. Three
subsequent requests to use the tures and weekend workshops at
MU:B have been turped down by its center on the corner of Strafford Avenue and Garrison
the University.
Church members spent the Avenue. Charges of kidnappings,
.year circulating around the UNH brainwashings and harassment
campus "witnessing" to studen- soon centered on the group.
ts. Witnessing is a church . By March 1975, the Dean of

By Gary Langer

The campus
The · Durham campus
provides a unique combination of stately

buildings, downtown

bustle, and sunny
- serenjty. See page 7.

'

Students office informally counted as many as 30 students who
dropped out of school to join
CARP.
Public' controversy surrounding the group led to a ten-page
investigative report on CARP in
'the March 16, 1975 issue of The
·New Hampshire . Reporters
documented CARP's tendency to
1prey on vulnerable and lonely
students in transition.
One reporter attended a
weekend workshop, later to write
that, "There was throughput the
weekend the constant yet undefined feeling that I was being
controlled. It became clear that
the leaders of CARP were trying
to teach us how to think.''
Within weeks after The New
Hampshire's report, the
Unification Church appeared to
have quietly left the Durham
area - until this September.
MOON IES page 2
'
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This future UNH student enjoys a stroll in the sun.

Music and
Theater
For a look at last year's

concerts and theatri-

cal productions,
pages 8 and 9.

~ee

Football '78
In the span of one
short year, the accent
in UNH football has
switched from offense to defense. Find
_ out why on page 12.
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Moonies active at UNH-_

Student g«>vernance
GOVERNANCE
continued from page 1
saw it as a valuable means of
communication between its
members.
In 1977_ however. Mills ureed
its dissolution . After some controversy it was disbanded and
was replaced by the Academic
. Senate, wpich has 50 faculty and
10 stq~ent .senators.
M1Hs at ttiat time said the
facultv were outnumbered fil'_.
students. and students had too
much voice in academic issues.
The ratio was 30 faculty to 35
students. including 5 graduate
students. Students had .used a
bloc vote to prevent passage of an
ammendment to eliminate passfail.
But some reasoned that this
was an attempt on Mills' part to
ease faculty pressure for collective bargaining. By increasing
f.:;t c uJty

ropro EJ ontaion

and

making the Senate a primarily
faculty body, they said, Mills
could appease the faculty.
The University Senate is not
likely to return. Tandy and
newly-elected Caucus Chairman
Randy Schroeder said they are
satisfied with the voice students
have in the Academic Senate,
and said student power will increase with the 'new governance
format.
"Instead of 30 so-so representatives," said Schroeder, "we
have 10 dynamite ones."
Former Caucus Chairman
Wayne Ferguson, a key member
of the task force, said the new
committee system allows for a
better-informed government.

Ferguson said, "With the old
caucus, you had 28 kids who had
to do everything: housing, financial aid, the SAT (Student Activity Tax) organizatins, the
budget.
"Our system creates a lot of little committees who are
professionals in their field.''
On the surface the proposal
does not seem to allow. for the
general overview of governm~nt
which the old system did.
Ferguson disagreed, saying the
caucus simply "rubber-stamped
everything from lack of
knowledge.
"In the caucus," said
Schroeder, "senators had very
many areas they were responsible for . We're trying to create
new areas of efficiency.''
The Residence Council 's increased authority seems to hold
the potential for friction between
students and administration. In
1q77 DRAC orooosed 24-hour
visitation in some dorms on an
experimental basis, a pr~p~~al
which was shot down after m1bal
·approval from Bianco and
Stevens.
UNH administrators succumbed to pressure on that is.s ue from
the Board of Trustees and Manchester Union Leader publisher
William Loeb, who likened the
proposed experimental dormitories to brothels.
Tandy said he did not foresee
this resurfacing because of the
council's increased authori~y. .
"You have to compare 1t with
the MUB Board of Governors,"
he said. "They have a responsible
task to fulfill. They look at the
problem and consider it re~po!1sibly. I don't think the_<;~unc~l will

Charles Wheeler

MOON IES
continued from page 1
Wheeler, who said CARP
members "may h.ave b~en__over
zealou~ , " applied to use the MUB
for a church presentation on Sept.
27.
MUB Director J. Gregg Sanborn approved that request in ·
early October. "It is important in
terms of our academic mission to
allow a free exchange vf ideas
whether <;>r not we agree with
them," Sanborn said at the time.
Two days before the Oct. 18
presentation Wheeler confirmed
that church members had been
witnessing on campus since September. Sanborn said he "was
not aware witnessing had been
going on" when he approved
Wheel~r's request.
"If I had known, it certainly
would have raised some
questions in my mind," Sanborn
said.
The program went on as
scheduled in the Strafford Room

act irresponsibly-they'll-be very
discriminative. "
The process of getting a
nropos::ll W::lS ::l lone one - s<:>me
Of tile l\'IUB , I.Jut U1n::t ::iul.J;:,tyutut
say too long.
requests by Whe~ler to use the
Said Ferguson, "I don 't think it
MUB have been rejected by San.took that long. Not if you think
born.
about how big this University is."
The Church's presentation was
Ferguson said the task force
immediately followed by a
had originally planned to get the
whole fhing Cione in five Student Government program
meetings, which he and Tandy presenting view opposing the
said they now realize was Unification Church.
Wheeler had planned to show
unrealistic.
_
"The proposal was to have the film, "The Reverend Moon in
come out last January," ex- America" at his part of the
plained Ferguson. "We could presentation, but projection
have done it in one semester by equiment did not arrive from
rearranging the furniture and . Boston. Church members went
ahead with a planned hour-and-akeeping the same house."
"You have to allow a certain half question and answer period.
Wheeler told the 500 persons in
amount of time to play with,"
agreed Tandy. "One year was the audience that the Unification
needed. There was a lot of run- Church ''made mistakes in
Durham in 1975. It wasn't good to
ning around.''

Seabrook
prohle1DS
SEABROOK
continued from page 1
which has wobbled between approval and condemnation by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
After the tunnels were approved in June, 1977, the EPA
rescinded approval because the
decision had not been based on official testimony. They were then
re-approved and next appealed
by two environmental groups the Seacoast Anti-Pollution
League <SAPL) and the New
Hampshire Audobon Society.
The cooling tunnels cool the
nuclear reactor by circulating
water around the reactor and
then discharging into nearby
water.
SAPL spokesman Dick Lewis
said the heated water will harm
marine life, but McKenny said
the effect would be minimal.
Another concern that AntiSeabrook orotestors have is l11at
of radiation poisoning. Although
McKenny said that the radiation
would be slight compared to that
received from natural sunlight,
fear of it still exists.
A group called the "Mother's
Day Commitment" is meeting on
May 14 at Hampton Beach..State
Park to protest the dangers posed
by nuclear power plants.
"Even during normal operation,
nuclear...plants emit low levels of
radiocidive material into the environment," reads a statement
by the Commitment. "Radiation
damages cell structure and can
lead to leukemia, cancer, and
gene mutations."
.
The plant does not contam any
radioactive material yet, and the
reactor core vessel which would
contain the fuel has not.arrived.
The reactor works like a boiler
in a conventional fossi_l fuel
power plant. The Clamshell
Alliance, a group opposed to
Seabrook's constructio-n, plans to
join forces with other New
England groups to blockade the
transport of the vessel.
The vessel is now housed in a
warehouse in Somerset, Mass.
The PSC will not release information naming the date, route, or
type of transport of the vessel. .

-

have made people drop .out of ·
school."
Although Wheeler both admitted to and condemned the Church's pressure tactics, he said
"Moon sees today as a time to
gather people at all costs to
awaken people to the Communist
threat. If this means leaving
home, it must be done. Moon
says, 'follow me."'
Fornier church members in the
audience charged the church
with the practice of "heavenly
deception," a church term
meaning the deception of others
for the benefit of the church.
Wheeler would not comment
when asked if the church practices heavenly deception.
Wheeler explained the church's
Divine Principle to the audience.
"I came to understand that Jesus
Christ did not come to earth to
die. He was supposed to usher in
the kingdom of God ,' ' said
Wheeler.
"It is obvious that we don 't
h!l\TP !l

kingdom of Gorl torl::iy So

perhaps God is working today,"
Wheeler said.
Wheeler said Moon may
represent the second coming of
Christ. "Moon talks of world
harmony. If he can achieve it, he
is the Messiah," Wheeler said.
In the Divine Principle, Moon is
said to have seen and conversed
with God in 1936.
Student Government countered
the church's presentation by
screening an NBC documentary
on the church and presenting a
panel of four ex-church members. The documentary, a setment of the news show
"Weekend," dealt in part with
Moon's doctrine. Excerpts of the

MOONIES,
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Beer can collector

David Hills dis la
The latest wrangle concerning
SANE member David Hills
said the blockade would include Seabrook involved Governor
ringing Hamptom harbor with Meldrim Thomson and the Porboats, occupying the drawbridge tsmouth Clamshell Alliance.
The Clamshell Alliance
spanning the harbor to prevent
the boat bearing the vessel from sheduled a dance for April 29 to
passing, and pr9testing the plant celebrate the 1977 occupation of
the Seabrook site, and signed a
in land-based demonstrations.
contract with the New HamResidents of Hamptom anc
pshire National Guard to hold it
Seabrook have voiced concern in the Portsmouth Armory.
over the amount of water needed
Thomson challenged the conto construct the plant. Botl1 town tract and withdrew it, stating
are faced with critical water that the Clamshell Alliance was
shortages, according to selec- using the dance to further an
tman in those towns.
illegal cause (raising money to
Both towns voted to withhold pay for the planned occupation).
water righti from the PSC in . The Clamshell Alliance won the
April but a state district court case in the State Supreme Court,
returned the rights, ruling that and won a later appeal _by the
the towns had discriminated 'State.
The state then · lost · a ·third
against the PSC because it was
the only industrial user cut off.
ruling to the Alliance when the
·The plant needs 50,000 gallons state asked for a bond to posted
of water a day for construction, , by the Clamshell Alliance to
used mostly to mix concrete, protect state property, and the
McKenny said. The cost of the dance was held_ as scheduled.
plant would increase if water had
State law enforcement officials
to be shipped in.
are now concentrating o'n
Seabrook and Hainptom lob- techniques to cope with the planstermen blamed the death of ned occupation, according to the
1,700 lobsters in November on Manchester Union Leader.
·
dredging done by the PSC.
Clamshell Alliance member
Although experts disagreed
and said that the lobsters could Robin Read said "Nonhave died from redtail, a bac- violence training for participants
terial infection, the lobstermen in the occupation is beginping."
said that the lobsters died All participants must receive the
because silt from the construc- training, offered by 100 New
England trainers.
tion site had clogged their gills.

Collecting by Lew Cady, "The
· BEER CANS
churchkey
was
invented
continued from page 3
. specifically for opening beer
rare cans thou dost not have.
cans. The first beer cans carried
. 7. Thou shalt not steal, even a step-by-step directions for the
1 current Hudwe1ser ! ''
benefit of those who didn't know
It's a serious business for most · how to use the newfangled con:
collectors.
traptions." Smestad has _over fifty
Smestad couldn't explain why ·on display including Harvaro
he started collecting cans, but Export Beer, Tam-0-Shanter and
said it all began when a friend Colonial Wehle Ale.
gave him an old Kreugar can
"I like to collect series of
from his cellar.
cans," Smestad said, pointing to
His interest was sparked -by two of his favorites, Kreugar and
this one can, which turned out to Ballentine beer. There is a
be a valuable piece. "It's worth ' progression of changes on the
$100.00 or more," Smestad ex- labels of the cans where
plained, while he produced a book alterations range from the size of
on beer can collecting. Flipping the can being changed from ounto the page he wanted, he said, ces to mlllimeters to a recon"Look. It's the first can ever struction of a design on the can.
made." The caption underneath
One way of attracting males to
the picture read 1935. Did the that already desiral:>Je l:>everage
Kreugar Brewery of Newark, has been to feature attractive
New Jersey realize what an art females on the can. Of those cans,
they began by producing the first James Bond 007 and Playmate
canned beer?
are no longer made. "They've
That one beer can -began recently drawn a lot of fame,"
Smestad's rampage for stranger
and more exotic cans. Smestad's Smestad said. ''They were sold
small fraternity room at Lambda sometime between 196'8-71.
Chi Alpha features beer cans on Playboy sued the people
every wall, filling cupboards, and manufacturing the Playmate
extra cans (those he's saved to can. Those cans are out of my
trade for other cans he wants) class. Nobody wants to trade
stored in boxes on the floor or them."
stashed in his closet. Smestad
Smestad does have a series of
constructed shelves early last Old Frothingshlosh, which
semester to display all the features an obese female
varieties of beer he has : in "beauty" in its collection group.
Frothingshlosh began as a joke,
alphabetical order ranging,
from ABC Ale to Zodiac Cream but the popularity of the can has
kep~ it on supermarket shelves.
Ale.
Besides these normal shaped
The amount of time a beer can
cans, Smestad proudly exhibits
collector spends with his
t.wenty different kinds of "conetreasured aluminum art varies
tops" which many collectors are from week to week. ''Sometime.s
ecstatic to have. Most cone-tops I may spend as much as three or
are valuable because they four hours a week," Smestad's
aufomaticcaly date the beer to blue eyes gazed up at his cans,
"But some weeks I spend no time
the late 30s or early 40s. Although
a few cone-tops were made until at all."
the mid-50s, Smestad explained
When Smestad graduates in
those brands were made mostly May, his cans will go where he
by Kessler, Falstaff, and Grain
goes.
Belt.
"I have no idea where I'm
The other older cone-tops are staying
this summer so I'll just
valuable to the collector. pack them up in boxes for a
Smestad's cone-tops include Star while,''
Smestad said.
Banner Ale, Brookarts, and
Dawson's.
Will this collection continue to
grow? "Maybe I'll stop when
Another dated can, called the
they start producing plastic beer
flat-top, required a churchkey to
cans," Smestad laughed.
open it. According to ~eer Can
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Kolodny lawSuit charges sexual
and ;religious discrimination
By Matt Via am Gwy IAmgfr
A storm of controversy has
centered on Associate English
Professor Annette Kolodny since .
she filed suit against the Univer- ·
sity in July 1977, charging sexual
and religious descrimination.
That debate reached its peak
this year, when Kolodny was
denied tenure by the University.
Several UNH employees have
indicated that Kolodny's failure
to be reccommended for tenure
by her fell ow professors is
largely due to her suit and her
inability to get along with her
colleagues.
But the decision sparked the
formation _of Students for Kolod:-.
ny, a campus group that
gathered more than 1,000
oignaturco on a petition oppooing

the decision.
Kolodny's suit is scheduled for
court next fall. It charges that the
University is sexually and
religiously biased in hiring,
promotion, salary, and other
terms of employment.
The suit is based on the English
department's failure to promote
·Kolodny from assistant to
associate professor three years
ago: _That promotion did come
last summer.
Kolodny came to UNH as an
assistant professor in September,
1974, specializing in American

was not increased at a comliterature and feminist literar~
., parable percentage "to other
criticism.
male members of the department
Her suit claims she should have
with comparable qualifications
been hired as an associate
and experience.''
professor, and that then-English
Kolodny left UNH on a three
department chairman Robert
semester leave after one
Hapgood told her she would be
pormoted upon publication of her -semester here. Spitz said "A person going on leave after one
book, "The Lay of the Land."
semester is unusual. However,
''Part of the agreement with
we granted the leave. Therefore~
Hapgood was that he would enthe fact that an individual was
dorse me for the promotion
permitted to go on leave can't be
review,'' Kolodny said.
used against that person.
Dean of the College of Liberal
Spitz did say, however, that
Arts Alan Spitz said "given our
going on leave soon after arriving
practices, and given Bob
at the University would have an
----- ·
.
.
.
.
.
. .
.
Hapgood's record, I don't think
effect on a teacher's salary. "We ,Annette Kolodny as smng the Umvers1ty for d1scrm11nabon
an agreement like that would
are unable to measure anything ' 'l{olodny · said, howe_ver, that she received from Spitz .six monhave been made. Bob Hapgood is
ot~er. th~n
s~hol~rly . con- she s~ould have been hire_d as ~n
ths apart.The first informs her of
a man of utter integrity.''
tnbubons, he said. We hke to associate professor, with its her promotion to assosiate
Hapgood was reached at
judgo ~)ll a total~ty of things.,,
.
normally higher pay ocalc.
proressor m June, mu; me
O::illka, JQpan, where he i::i on a
The most recent developement second informs her of his
. Durmg her hrs~ year here, m
two-year _ exchange at Osaka
1974-75, Kolodny .was pai~ $14,500 in the Kolo~y issue, her denial of recommendation against her
University. "In the beginning of
the second highest- for an tenure this year, has been tenure in January 1978
the fall," he said, "the senior
assistant professor in the English blamed by faculty m~mbers on
The first letter' reads, " ... you
members (English Department)
De_partment and el~venth out of Kolodny slack o_f _service, and _by have had an exceptionally strong
vote on who is to be reviewed.
87 m the College of Liberal Arts.
Kolodny on herfllmg the lawsmt.
vear ... Il is espeeiallv si~nifieal 1 1
The chairman presents a list for
In her second ye~r, Kolo~y
J!aculty . members who are ;: .. 1hat the departmeiit s<.'es overeveryone who he think~ might be
wa~ the second highest ~aid ?emg c?nsidered for tenure are 1<111 eontribution in tt'aehing, rereviewed. In 1974, I made that list
ass1stant professor of English. JU~ged m ~hree areas-:- scholar- :!'t.'arch and servicP to be of high
and included her on it."
qua 1it~· ... "
_
Last year ~er ~alary was the sh!P· teachm_g, an~ serv~ce.
The committee of senior memde~artment s highest . for an
It. was m this third area,
"This is about as positive a
bers voted to review Kolodny for
assistant professor. This year, (service) that she was found so review as you can get " Kolodny
promotion, evaluated her per'
Kolodny's first as an assoc~ate deficient that the other two didn't said.
formance, and decided against
professor, her salary was the matter," one UNH faculty memthe raise.
fourth highest among the depar- her said.
KOlODNY, page 4
Kolodny's suit also claims she
tme_!!.t's associ~te professors.
Kolodny pointed out two letters
was underpaid, saying her salary
1

· Feeling the thrill of agony
·and tfie victory of the feet
By Dana Jennings
Stuart Shaines clothing store in
Durham sponsored a 6 mile
footrace on Sunday, April 30. The
New Hampshire ,reporter Dana
Jennings ran in that race. His
report:

Steven Smestad has a collection of more than 1,000
beer cans. <George Newton photo) " ·

Beer can collector
grabs for gusto
by Mary Foley
"You only go around once in life,
s() vou've got to grab for
all the gusto you can get."
-Joseph Schlitz
Brewing Company

To most beer drinkers, grabbing for the gusto is a reference
to what's inside the can. Not to
Steven Smestad.
Sines tad, a senior biochemistry
· major at UNH, has collected
· more than 1,000 beer cans in the
past three years.
"It's better than collecting
stamps or coins," he said.
"Besides, they look good on the
wall.'
Although Smestad is uns·u re of
how many beer can collectors
there.are on the Durham campus.
he said there are more than 16,000
members of the Beer Can Collectors of American <BCAA). "Billy
Carter," he said, "was given the
number 16,000."
When a person joins the BCAA.
Smestad explained, he receives
an identification number which
appears monthly in a newsletter
along with the cans he has to
trade and cans he would like to

The race was a paradox--the
thrill of agony. the victory of the
feet. you might say .
.
This was my first race in three
years. In high school I was a fair
miler. Now I was going to run six
of them.
175 men,women, and children
filled the sunny. wmdswept Pettee Brook parking lot behind the
Durham bank on a Sunday morning. I guess we were holding
church of a sort.
I immersed lll\' Selt into Ill\'
lXrl\. sJow!Y aml Cffefttlh· Slretdling" a11ct !rnisPning. pil'kirig ~p and
knea<ii_ng each of 111:-; kg_~1uscles.
I knew I wasn't going to win.
But I was going to succeed.
That's the beauty of running.
whether racing or for fun . There
is always a feeling of acco~nplish-

ment, of acheiving ·a personal
best.
The wind blew harder as the
race organizer led us onto the
street. My number, 1543, flapped
in the breeze, complementing the
butterflies in my stomach. The
starting gun blasted. the pack as
a whole hesitated for a split
second as if shot. and surged
ahead, looking for all the world
like lunatics heading for the
1asvlum .
The race was elusin>. Once .I
finished. it was like trying to
recall a dream from the night
before. I could only remember
fragments and snatches. as if
from an overheard conversation.
But the run was an overheard
dialogue with myself.
I remember :--the runners
stretching out and the field
looking like one gross centipede;
--the reassurring sound of my
steady breathing and my feet hitting the pavement;
The ominous sound of footfalls
from behind;
--the. pain and elation with the

burst of speed at the end. where it
seems arms become flesh and
blood pistons.
Once I passed the fimsh 11ne.
it was like awaking from a
dream. I awakened slowly.
milling about. drinking cool-aid
and speaking in low tones .
I watched the others cross the
finish line. I applauded them and
in the same applause . .applauded
myself. They came through . I
came through faster .
Finally the results were
calculated. They lent reality to
the dream. I had been waiting
eagerly for them. I finished 53rd
overall. 47th in the men's under
30 division. I was pleased, my
time was 41: 18. better than expected, under seven minutes pe~
mile. But the dream has faded so
fast. the race went too quic;kly.
I know again. in the near
future. I'll have to enter the
dream again. I wonder how I
could have stayed away for so
long.

obtain. Many local cans are
traded this way because what
may be commonplace in Durham
may be hard to find in Texas.
Along with these findings, the
newsletter also contains a list of
"Brand names
Brand
changes'' so colle,ctors know
exactly what is up to date in their
collections. A simple change in
the can may mean the collector
has to go out and buy the newest
can to keep his collection up to
date:
The newsletter also prints a list
of antecdotes. such as:
"NEWSFLASH!!!
Canadian scientists. · after injecting rats with large doses of
beer and conducting extensive
tests. report that the rats became
exceedingly drunk."
Stranger yet. the JanuaryFebruary 1978 issue also composed a list of the Beer Can

Collectors' Ten Commandments.
Three of the more interesting
rules include:
"5. Thou shalt not kick the can.
6. Thou shalt not pr~t~nd to own
BEER CANS, page 2

175 runners start off on their six mile race through Durham on April 30. (Linda Ca bot photo)
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Moonies
•
active
MOON IES
continued from page 2

.IT8NECllURCB·

ON ZIO~'S~ mLL

NEWMARKET, N.H..

(~1 659-632-1

l.IVE MUSIC TUES-SUNDAY
Tuesdays HOOT 9-12

wed-sat folk-bluegrass
9-1 country-blues
sundays jazz· 8-11 :30

Scorpio's Pub
the place you'll
come to know and ·
love.
We welcome you
and look forward to
serving you wem
The finest in
food and grog

03857
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KOlodny's
lawsuit

TBE -Tll PJ.J.ICE
Welcome to the class of 1982 l
We have a fine selection of:

PRIME BEERS & WINES
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THE BEST IN CLUB SANDWICHES

Open 7 days a week:
Mon-Sat 7 am-1 am Sun 7 am-12 midnight
Main Str€et Durham
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STUDENTS!
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I

l!Currlculum Malorials
rt 0 oard Aoporls
E?Hosts & Ouostlonnairos
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IJSpociflcallons & Bids
IJGrant /\ppllcallons &
Proposals

Your Multi-page duplication will be
automatically collated into book form.
Our Copier can reproduce anything typed,
handwritten or printed-even photos and
other illustrations.

Music
&More
For
Northern New England
F
100/AM78

'ti

A

Jllµ~ht Quality Gr00p Station

Your worries are over.
·Save time and money
with crisp clean copies
from

ampus

~~lfjw
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Turn the_pages
Issues, events, and their effects are the stuff of
which newspapers arc made . 'flw New HampshirC' is no exception.

page format in September, The New Hampshire
will give these issues full coverage. It is only by
staying on· top of t>he issu~s that UNH students
cari inake educated, intelligent decisions concerning
t,heir University; their education and their lives . ..
But there are .reasons qther than gaining a perspective on the issues to read The New Hampshire. Be it information on a new student organ- ·
ization, an account of the most recent sports
event, a review of local theaters or a listing
of events, you'll find it on these pages.
The sports section of the newspaper deals with
more than box scores. You'll find lively, active
covera~e of our highly ranked football, hockey,
women's hockey, and w<..1men's lacrosse teams.
Y~m' 11 Hnd features on the players and interviews
of the coaches.
Our arts section offers reviews of the University
and local professional plays, offbeat features,
record, book, and restaurant reviews and ac;counts of the myriad performances that come to
Durham. It's on these pages that the culture of our-

The summer iss{ie of The New Hampshire is
directed mainly toward students new to UNH-freshmen and transfers. We invite you to become
informed and involved in the issues that affect
you.
Some of those issues are dealt with on the pages;
this edition . The nuclear power plant at :
Seabrook and its effect on your elect:r:ic bill and
your safety, student governance and its effect on
your life at UNH, the Unification Church and the ·
Kolodny cases are some or the issues chdl hd v~
d~veloped over the past year.

ol

These issues and many others not included in
ediLion will rcs(irface nexl fall. New issues vital
to UNH .students will develop, including Gov.
Meldr1m Thomson's bid for an unprecedented
fn~irt h fcrm in the Slate House.
.
When we return to our twice_weekly, 16 to 28
thi~

community comes through.
You can look to the letters to the editor, normaJlv appearing on this and the next .page, and
find a lively debate of campus issues. Look to the
Campus Calendar and find listings for everything
from guest speakers to movie, concert and sports
listings.
The New Hampshire is a completely student- ~
run newspaper, from the first story idea to the
finished product that is distributed around campus
on Tuesday and Friday afternoons. Our offices
are located in Room 151 of the Memorial Union
Building.
We invite you to drop by our office, to discuss
tht! b::.llt::., tu ~i Vt: u::. yvu1 input,

Lo

j.;in u~.

Being a student at UNH involves more than
going to classes and reading the textbooks. Countless student and University _organizations offer
you involvement in whatever your interest, from
politics to consumer affairs, fro~ arts to athletics.
Read The New Hampshire _. A rewarding experience may be only a flip of the page away.

AS GOVERNOR OF fHlS STATE~ l'M
HAPPY TO WELC:.OME )OU TO NEW
HAMPSHIRE AND TO OUR FINE

UNIVERS\iY 5-fSTtM .•• MA'{ t
GARR'( "{OUR BOOKS
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Raitt rates high at UNH
Bv Kate McClare

bone, and in the two encores they
The UNH rock concert season literally begged for from Raitt.
The concert began half an hour
couldn 't have made a better exit.
Nearly 4.000 people crammed late, but that was forgotten as the
into Snively Arena April 30 to enigmnatic Redbone strode on
celebrate the end of classes and · stage, his face hidden by a snapgear themsel ves up for final py straw boater and dark glasses.
For 45 minutes he perched on a
exams with three hours of unsurchair, his only movement the
pass·~d music from Leon Redcontinous beat of one leg and an
bone and Bonnie Raitt.
It was worth . the four hours occasional twiddle of his hat.
In his inimitable deep bass, he
many of them had spent in line.
That was e·1ident in the one en- crooned 1920's style ragtime
core they stomped for from Red- songs like "Don't Talk Bout Me

When I'm Gone" and "Champagne Charlie. "
Those familiar with Redbone 's
unflashy style may have doubted
hi-s. ability to perform successfully for UNH 's traditionally
rowdy concert audiences . This
concert laid those fears to rest.
One member of the audience
was heard to snort , " I can sing
like that," of the offbeat entertainer's cr~akx voice ~
Nobody sings like Redbone.
And then there was Boonie
Raitt.

She bounced onstage with her
band, a slender figure with thick
auburn hair swirling around her,
and gave, a Steve Martin-like
twist.

"Raitt seemed to be
having as much fun
as the audience ... . "
That set the tone for an evening
of non-stop energy. For two
hours. Raitt didn't let up. Only in
the quieter numbers was she still
supplying them instead with gut
emotion.
She swept through her extensive repertoire, form the hardrocking "Runaway" to blues
favorites like "Write Me a Few of
Your Lines."
There were softer tunes as
well, most notablv "Angels from
Montgomery" and "I Gave My
Love a Candle. ''
Raitt's
powerful
improvisational abilities · gave new
life to her old standards like Mose
Allyson's "Everybody's Crying
Mercy.''
She was equally entertaining to
watch. Raitt seemed to be having
as much fun as the audience. as
she kidded them and wi th her
back-up band.
The cheerirfg. stomping crowd
brought both entertainers back
for sepa rate encores . The
blac_ked-9ut arena. quickly
became dotted with light from

Bonnie Raitt and Leon Redbone gave foot-stompin' performances. at Snively Arena April 30.
matches and cigarette lighters in
an encore tradition reminiscent
of Woodstock.
· R~ih. taking up an increasing
fad at UNH concerts, gave support to the anti-nuclear
movement. Some might see this
as out of place at an entertain'
ment event.
The' concert capped a year of
mostly excellent musical shows.
ranging from Dan Fogel burg ·to
Jonathan Edwards. The concerts
usually sold out and a l.most
always ended wi th standing
ovations and encores.
UNH audiences responded with
t heir usual roars to Nils
Lofgren 's guitar , rushing the
stage as they did for Raitt.

Jonatnan Edwards gave a performance that could drain one's
err,9tion:just (rpm watc.hing him
wringing tvery possible note
from his guitar and mout~ organ.
Gil , Scott-Heron, liKe Raitt,
gave his concert political overtones , ·- _with the emotional
"Johannesburg" and "The
8ott1e.-·
On the sweeter side was Dan
Fogelbetg, and Arlo Guthrie performe d with his usua l com bination of wit and musieal skill.
If SCOPE <Student Commitee.
on Popular En te rtainm ent)
presents equally varied entertainment next year , UNH will
really have something to look
forward to.
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UNH Theater '77-'78: Rome to Transylvania
By Brendan DuBois
The UNH theater season for the
school year has finished, and
what a journey it has completed.
From ancient Rome, Puritan
New England, Transylvania, to
Victorian New York, there were
some bad times, good times,
failures, and triumphs.
'the season opened on September 9, 1977, when the UNH Summer Theater Company presented
. "Celebration,"
a
musical
comedy. Reviewer Kate McClare said, "'Celebration' is so
full of good moments it's hard to
pick out the best. In fact it's a
task not to £!0 overboard with
pr~io:;:p

nf thi~

nplightfully u plif-

ting and poignant musical."
A month later, with the aid of
professional guest actor Arnold
Stang, "A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum"
was presel'lted, with Dr. David
Magdison dil-ecting. It was a
well-produced and humorous
play. Stang gave his thoughts on
acting in an interview.
"Acting," he said, "is a personal experience, with or without
the audience. The audience is sitting and sharing and experiencing. It dQesn't matter whether
you do it alone, in public, · or in
front of a piece of machinery.''
It was time for the UNH's
Children's Theater to have its
share of productions during
the ThankSg1vmg season.
"King Size-and His Servants in
Disguise," written by student
Frank 0. Sm1th a net mrected by
Carol Lucha, was shown in the
Hennessey Theater to hordes of
children.
"This musical, the latest offering of the UNH Children's
Theater, is pure delight for the
prebubescent mentality," said
reviewer Mike Kelley. "Funny
songs,
ludicrous
costumes,
outrageously hammy acting, and
exaggerated pratfalls are what
the younger generation wants in
a play, and 'King Size' has more
of this than a Three Stooges
movie.'' .
.
The successful theater season
continued with the production of .
Nathanial Hawthorne's "The
Scarlet Letter" in December,
which was adapted and directed
by Director of Theater John Edwards.

"'The Scarlet Letter' is an
emotional, draining tour:deforce," said Barbara Scott's
review. "It's brooding tone of

doom does not slacken from the
beginning until the shockfog and
unexpected- clfrnax. The gloomy
tone could nor be susramea
without the fine · performance of
the three lead actors.''
The play was so well done that
it was invited to participate in the
American
College , Theater
Festival 'sregional competition in
Amher-St, Ma., where it gave a
respected showing.
.
In an interview, Doctor Edwards spoke of why he worked
with the theater.
''I love it. Anything I want to
do, I can do. Sometimes," he

University theater has presented
a performance which is entertaining and involvin_g."
Though the school year is over, ,
theater will continue this summer and next year at UNH.
Two theater students gave
their views and summary of the
past year.
"I think that the diversity of
challenges that the department
faced this year contributed the
most to its growth," said theater
student Jim Mears. "We had
guest actors, guest directors, and
a
variety . of
challenging
· productions. What is important is
the effect that these experiences·

"I fool &:::id for follam f::1P11lty

will hring to thf' prngr:Im next

members who have to teach the
s:ImP. nroblem over and over
again. When vou teach theater.
you teach principle, and every
year you bring in different
scenes, which means unlimited
material that you're working
with. Its never boring, and
there's always new talent and
new ideas."

year when there will be more new
outside influence. "
Fellow student Kathy Soares
agreed, saying, "I think from
a technical area we never had
any difficulties over the year, except for 'Dracula', with all the
special effects. And even from
that, we learned from our
mistakes."
"It was also a good year
audience-wise,', she continued
"There is going to be a big
change next year, since some
faculty members are leaving.
I think it will be a change for the
better, not because we're getting
rid of these members, but
because we'll get new people and
fresh ideas."
New ideas, new people. It
seems that theater next year will
be as entertaining and exciting as
the past one.

~!lid ,

During the spring semester '78,
"The·Shadow of Dracula," directed by Gilbert Davenport, was
presented. Although the production suffered some problems,
reviewer Matt Vita said, "The
show, though, was entertaining.
The blood-sucking scenes were
done hwnorously and showed good
taste, and some of the exits
through the light and smoke were
well-timed and fun to watch.''
Through the year, there were
student productions being shown,
such as "Holmes," co-created by
Pat D'Aantonio and Jerry Garvin, and "The Dreams of Edgar
Allen Poe," co-created by Ellen
Croteau and Micheal Turner.
Though it seemed to many that ·
the . theater season was just
beginning, the last production of
the_:school year opened at the
Johnson Theater April 13.
"The Matchmaker,'" by Thornton Wilder, was shown despite
several setbacks, such as the
original director Dr .. Joseph Batchelder breaking his leg during
rehearsals. But mtenm director
Linda Spohn worked hard to give
an . excellent production of
-Wilder's play, along with the aid
of a dedicated cast.
Part of Faith Backus's review for
that
production
said,
"Through a series of contrived,
almost ludicrous circumstances
and cross-purposes form the
basis on which this play rests, the

, Highlights from the '77-'78 theatrical season at UNH: (top
right> a scene from the musical comedy "Celebration,"
(above) a glimpse of the award-winning "The Scarlet Let. ter," and <left) The Milwaukee Ballet Company.

First Prize
for German Players
The UNH German Players won first prize at a recent German
Theater competition at the University of Connecticut with their
production of a: scene from Brecht's "Fear and Misery of the
. Third Reich" at Storrs, CT. The competition was sponsored by
the University of Connecticut, the Austrian Cultural Institute of
New York, and the Goethe Institute. The UNH German Players.

directed by visiting German professor Doug Hall. competed
against four other colleges for their first place honor. Student
Carl Gage. who to~k part in the production. expressed hope that a
director could be found to lead the UNH German Players next
semester, as Mr. Hall is leaving. He said that there was· a real interest in producing German plays at UNH.
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ThThWe ~l97d8 seafson wasdi~ot kin~ t<:> the UNH mden'fs lachros~e tebam .
e 1 cats e11 to a sappomtmg 5-5 recor a ter avmg een
ranked among the best teams in New England early in the season,
and among the best in the nation at the end of the 1977 campaign.
Bright spots in the s·eason included the goaltending of junior
Linus Sheehan. "Lin.us has been super for us, "said UNH coach
Art Young. Sophomore John Fay scored 25 goals and assisted on
28 others in his rookie season with the Cats. Observers consider
both men potential All-American candidates.
Ten seniors graduated from the team this spring,' including four
defensemen and six midfielders. Their presence will be missed,
according to Young.
However, "We have four or five freshmen coming in that are
very impressive," Young said. "Right now, the program is
gaining in momentum. If we had better luck, we could have been
an 8-2 team."
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Cagers hoping to regroup
By Tom Lynch
The 1977-78 UNH basketball
season could be compared to a
bad sandwich--the bread was
good, but the filling left a lot be
desired.

and pulled out an -exciting 71-68
win. "Old Dominion was on eof
our great all-time wins," Fr~el
said later. "We felt pretty good
that we'd be Qkay after we got
back to our own level of competition."

The Cats started off in high
style, clobbering Boston College,
87-77 behind the combined 57
points of guards Paul Dufour and
·Keith Dickson. The win gave
fans and media people aHKe
cause to take notice of coach
Gerry Friel 's pre-season prediction that the Cats could finish as
high as fourth in the E~C.

The club did get back to its own
level of competition, but it was
far from being "okay". The Cats
dropped seven straight after
beating Old Dominion. They
snapped their string by walloping
Boston University, 84-66, in
Boston.

From there on, though, the
season was all downhill for the
Cats. ·Laced among nineteen
losses to everyone from St. Anselm's to Michigan State. the
Cats managed to pull off only
' five more wins.
Although they oy no means
made the season a success, three
upset victor ies made it all a little
easier to swallow. Along with
BC, the Wildcats dumped Old
Dominion and Eastern Eight
power UMass.
In the midst of a 1-5 Christmas
break, the Cats travelled to Norfolk, Va., to take part in the Old
Dominion Classic. They drew the
host club in the opening round,

Corning into the last week of the
season, the Cats were mired deep
in the cellar of District I of the
EGAC. They were scheduled to
fact UMass and Northeastern in
their final two games. UMass
was in contention for a playoff
hP-rth in thPir f'nnfc::>rPnoP,

~nd

Northeastern had badly beaten
UNH in their previous meeting.
UNH snapped out of its
in Amherst, corning
alive behind a 30-point effort by
Peter Laskaris in his final game
for UNH, to beat the Minutemen,
73-60. Laskaris sprained his
ankle in the game, forcing him to
miss the season finale against
Northeastern.
doldru~s
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The future

•

is

bright

LYNCH
contin\,j_ed from paQe 12

Of. the returning hoopsters, :seniors Brendan VanDeventer and Keith Dickson look to be the team leaders this
season. Regardless of personnel, there is nowhere for. this
year's UNH basketball program to go but up, following
last season's dismal 7-19 finish.
Last year was a banner one for the women's teams.
The hockey and lacrosse teams were rnted tops in the east
in their fields, while field hockey, volleyball, and basketball all came on strong. All have stood well the test
of graduation.
The biggest question mark in women's sports is gymnastics. Last year, with the addition of elite gymnast
Denise Walker, UNH went to the national championships in
Seattle. However, internal strife tore the team apart.
After placing fifteenth in the Nationals, coach Lou Datilio
had resigned, and Walker had decided to leave UNH.
If the team can get back into the proper frame of mind,
the talent that remains could produce another banner year
for UNH gymnastics.
Overall, the outlook for the coming year for UNH sports
is bright. With a little luck, as the song goes, the contenders will again contend, and those teams on the way
up will continue their climb.
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Wildcat nine grabs
YC championship
By Torn Lynch
The UNH baseball team
assured itself of a share of the
Yankee Conference championship this spring, thanks to a
doubleheader sweep of UMaine in
the third-last date of the season.
The title is UNH's firs t since
1956.
Co-captain Steve Wholley was ·
the backbone of the 1978 Wildcats. His 4-2 record, along with an
earned run average of 0.97 led the
UNH staff. In better than 46 innings pitched, Wholley struck out
34 enemy batters, while walking
only seven.
Wholley's bat was important to
the Cats as well, as the lanky
righthander hit .284 (fourth o..·.n
the team) with three homers.He
led the club in extra-base hits
with ten.
The Cats got off to a slow start
in April, losing their first two
games to Springfield by identical
4-2 scores.
As the season
progressed, the team was swept_
on .only one other occasion, that
being 15-6 and 6-5 losses to Dartmouth.
Corning into the last week of the
season, the Cats were locked in a
three-way tie for the conference
1eaa, with a con(~rence recora or

3-3. The shutout wins over Maine,
a team which had previously won
the Riverside (Calif.) college
tournament, set the Cats' final
mark at 5-3.
Overall, UNH closed with a 1012-1 record. Following the Maine
garnes,the team split with Holy
Cross and swept Plymouth State
to arrive at the final total.
Juniors Terry Williams (3-2)
and Charlie Jones 0-4) appear to
be the leading pitchers returning
to the staff next spring. Williams
looked sharp in his six outings
this year, striking out 18 and pitching to a 1.12 ~RA.
Jones
suffered
control
problems this year, walking· 23
batters in his. six appearances.
The key, though, to next year 's
team is offense. Many of this
season's losses could have been
avoided, had the pitching been
there when it was needed. Jim
MacDonald ( .357) and Tim
Gowen (.333), this year's top two
hitters, will return.
If coach Ted Conner can improve the potency of his lineup
ar ·ound these two men, a winning
. record (a rarity in recent years)
could be in the offing for the 1979
. Wildcats.

Junior Brendan VanDeventer
threw in 26 points of his own in the
game.
The last game of the year
belonged to junior Dickson and
graduating
co-captain Torn
Cavanaugh. After Dickson tied
·the game with two minutes
remaining, he and Cavanaugh
alternated baskets. Despite a
frantic charge by NU's Dave
Sheehan, Cavanaugh won the
game for UNH with a driving
slam dunk with only seven seconds left.
Cavanaugh netted a career
high 26 points in the 64-62 UNH
victory. The win marked the only
winning string (such as it was) of
the year.
Friel, is hoping for irnpr.overnent this year , with
Dickson, Dufour and VanDevenicr all ;:,lated to

l

ctuui.

Othc1

strong performers for the Cats
last season were freshman John
Quinn and Dana Chapman, both
of whom will return as
sophomores.
.Five freshmen figure to have a
role in the 1978-'79 scheme of
thmgs, mctuamg New Hampshire
All-Stater Mike Keeler, who led
his Pembroke High team to the
1978 9ass I championship.

Forward Brendan VanDeventer,' shown here stuffing home
two points against UConn, will join guard Keith Dickson as
the seniors returning for the 1978-79 UNH basketball campaign. <Tqm Lynch photo)

Laxwoinen
unbeaten
for third
straight year

Hooters look to future

··It was -not l:>y_ ~n~ means . a any other -goalie in the east, Tutgood year for the Wildcat soccer tie also was far and away the
team. Plagued by internal suf- .leader in saves, facing an
fering and tu_rrnoil, UNH plodded average of over 20 shots each
its way through a dismal 3-12 game.
season, losing its last nine in a · ·Co-captain Dick Kiern.n;:ui
row.
.proved to be the only consistent
In addition to the problems on fullback on the team following
By Lee tlunsaker
the field, the Wildcats also lost the loss of sophomore George
For the third straight yea1 ,
the services of second year coach Hayner to ~ heavy academic
UNH's women's lacrosse team
.
· ·
Art Young, who resigned his course load.
went undefeated, for the first
position at season's end. Yet, the Cats shouldn't be left
time powering its way to the
UNH's ineptitude was clearly in the dust. Although a new head
number one ranking in New
shown on _the s.tat shE>et where coach has not yet been named for
Enland.
senior co-captain Scott Davis was the upcoming season, 1978 has
Even more incredible is that
listed as tne too goal scorer with been a good recruiting year, acUNH has scored 297 goals in three _ ~nly three goal~. ·
.
- . cording to Young. -seasons while extending its three
While UNH's offense sputtered, Also, many players, including
year record to 23-0-2. This was the
its defense was a much more backs John Vreeland and Jack
first year of the three in which
solid unit. Gqalie 9ordon Tuttle, Edwards wpo sat out the year,
UNH has failed to eclipse the 100
only a sophornor~, made the New are returning and the outlook for
goal mark. In the previous two
~ngland all-star team and is a the next season is one of opyears, the Wildcats tallied totals
gen uine candidate for All- timism.
of 100 and 106 while averaging
American honors next year.
Maybe UNH won't be a 12-3
seven
games
a
season.
should he reproduce his heroics team next year, but hope is high
Coached by Jean Rilling , who is
of last season. Though his goals- that another 3-12 record will not
also the bead coach for the 1977
agafost mark was greater than Jhang over Brackett Field .
number one ranked field hocke¥
.
squad , the Wildcats have
displayed an awesome offense
~>Ver the seasons wl;lile subdueing
their opponents with a tightly knit
defense.·
The leader for the past two
seasons has been Kathy Sanborn,
a junior who never played
HOCKEY
No words could describe the
lacrosse befor corning to UNH. · continu.E?d from page ~ 2
anguish and emotion which
This year marked the first time
returned for ·a second semester loomed through a desolate UNH
that Sanborn ecliP.sed the 30 goal
the Wildcats were returning with locker room after the game.
mark, scoring 25 plus last year.
For their efforts, Fontas, Ralph
a4-7-0 record, clawing their way
Cox and Sean Coady were all
out of the cellar.
Sophomore Carol Berry added
UNH then won seven of its next honored with post-season awardepth to the score sheet with her
Cox was named Alleight games, wrapping up a ds .
contribution of 20 goals, and
playoff berth (eighth) with a 5-2 Arnerican, All-East and All-New
though senior tri-captain Diane · drubbing of Brown University .
England first team .
Willis didn't flood the scorebook · Had there been no first semester,
Fontas was named to the
with records, her pl~y was .imUNH would have ranked as one of second team All-New England
pressive enough to earn herself a
the top four teams in the east. ·squad while garnering the -Most
f>erth on the U.S. National squad,
With the turnaround complete, Exciting Player award as
which is to tour Europe later in
the Wildcats, backed by in- presented by the team.
tne summer.
·Coady, a sophomore who sat
credible goaltending by Evans
Add to the list Be_th Wheatley, a
and the inspirational play of out last season, was honored as
speed cf~imon in ·the open field·
the ~a~t's unsung hero.
senior captain Jon Fontas (who
center Ilor>e Maiiren·, an adept
scored 12 goals in three games in
The future is bright for UNH,
cradler, first year player Gaoy
four days) headed for Walter as it loses only four seniors. As
Haroules and attack wing Donna
Brown Arena in Boston hook up always, UNH is blessed with a
O'Brien
(a -- - transfer from
with interstate rival Boston -devastating offense Craterl best in
Plymouth State), and Rilling had
University in the ECAC playoffs. the east last year). The question
a tremendously gifted unit.
The Terriers had completed ·is defense.
. Defense was also marked by
their most successful season in
talent , highlighted by goalie
years compiling a 27-1-0 record
This year boasted a young and
Suzanne Rousseau, who played,
while waltzing to a number one inexperienced
corps
of
along with Willis, on a New
ranking in the east and number blueliners.
But,
Holt
and
England all-star team during an
two in the nation.
assistant coach Dave O'Connor
exhibition match against thi::;
The Wildcats took BU into had an excellent recruiting
year's
National
team.
overtime before losing 6-5 on a season, pulling in several quality
. MU(!h .oJ the souad, b~fore
Bob Boileau tally. Few words players from Canada--two of
corning to UNH, had never played
could express the tension and ex" which are brothers of former
iacrosse oerore. naromes, :Sanciternent of the game, one which UNH captains.
born, Rousseau, field hockey triwas heralded as one of the
captain Marissa Didio, and Janet
greatest in recent history. It was
Ken Lorance and Greg Moffett
Cope, though newcomers, were
a classic in every ·sense of the will be called upon to handle the
all starters on this year's squad.
goal tending duties.
word .
1

~

·C inderella Cttts claw
into ECAC playoffs

~
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Defense .key to '78 football
NOTE--As this issue went to
press, UNH's Jeff Allen had
been signed by the Dallas
Cowboys of the NFL.
Tailback Bill Burnham was
negotiating
with
several
teams, including Dallas, Pittsburgh, Oakland, and the
New York Giants.
Allen joins a former . UNH
team mate, linebacker Bruce
Ruther, in Dallas.
By Paul Keegan ·
When school begins next fall,
UNH students will be treated to a
different brand of football than
they're used to.
Instead of having a spectacular
offensive machine which was
kicked into gear by the likes of
AP Little All-Americans Bill
Burnham (tailback) and Grady
Vigneau (offensive tackle) and
standout quarterback Jeff Allen,
thP 197H

Wild£>~tfi:

will hP

~

dPfon-

. sive-minded team.
"This is · probably the best
defensive team I've ever had,"
said head coach Bill Bowes. "I
don't see any team running up the
middle against us with any great
success."
''You can go down through the
list of kids who will be difficult to
replace," said Bowes. "Who do
you replace a Burnham with, or a
Grady Vigneau or (split end Lee)
Pope or (tight end Bill) Wharff
with?
"But I'm not handing anybody
anything. We have as much
chance as anyone of winning the
title again."
Hardly a da\r passed last fall

when Bowes didn't explain to
Estes and tackle Dave Kelley.
someone how he disliked his team The other tackle position will
being cast in the number one probably be filled by Paul Kelly
position. His fears of confronting (no reJa ti on L
_
a sky-high team, hell-bent on
The flank.er position shoufd be
knocking off the Cats were con- . ably filled by Dave Loehle, who
firmed on October.29 of last year : missed· all of last year with knee
when Rhode Island stunned the problems, but has shown much
previously-undefeated Wildcats potentia . w,hen he has played.
only four days after they had
Another offensive back returbeen ranked as the top team in ning after a year-long absense
the nation in Division II.
will be halfback George CapThis year, no such problem padona, who did not attend UNH
exists. · How well the substitutes last year because of financial
move into those key positiions reasons. However, he will be
will determine to a large extent back and if he returns to his form
of two years ago, it should be a
the success of the 1978 Wildcats.
big bonus for the Cats.
· _
One replacement who will be
Sophomore Greg Donahue and
counted on heavily to carry the
senior co-captain Mike Marchese ,
offensive load will be tailback
1
Bill Coleman, who spelled Bur- are the best pair of linebackers in
the
Yankee
Conference,
accornham last year when the senior
ding to Bowes and Buddy Dowd,
, needed rest on his strenuous
march to his third straight 1000- a transfer from Boston College,
has the most ootential of any
yard ( 1-1.Z.Z la;:it yca1 ) ;:,ca;:,ou.
·
linebacker UNH has ever had,
Coleman, a junior next fall, Bowes said. That is a big
showed flashes of brilliant run- statement when you consider
ning ability when he played, but UNH has two graduates in the pro
he was hampered by a knee in- ranks right now (Bruce Huther
jury for a good part of the season. with the Dallas Cowboys and · UNH's Bill Burnham broke just about every rushing recor in
Another man expected to move Dave Rozumek with the Kansas the book last year. While he and several other stars
into a key position will be senior City Chiefs).
graduated, the coaches feel the outlook for UNH football is
Steve Wholley, who was redIn all, the 1978 Wildcat foot- g~od. (Lee Hunsaker photo)
.
shirted last fall because of a bad
ball team will not have the kind of
ankle. Wholley, co-captain of the build-up it had la~t year, nor will
baseball team, is healthy as ever it have as explosive an offense as
now and should be calling the it had last season. But there
signals when the season begins at doesn't look to be any other
Holy Cross on September 9. .
teams about to run away with the
Most of the offensive line will beanpot title and it all may just
be returning, including co- · come. down to the last game of
captain center Don Wohlfarth, the season against UMass, as it
guards P~il ~~milton and__ Phil . has for the last three years.

the new hampshire

sports

Skaters refused
By Lee Hunsaker
''In all my years of coaching
hockey, I never before had a
team that refused to give up urider any circumstances. When I
had just about given up on the
season, they didn't and they turned around. I never had a finer
group of men." With these words,
UNH hockey coach Charlie Holt
expressed the feeling of the entire
Wildcat hockey team.
Never say die.
In a span of six months, UNH
completed a course of games
that, when traced together,
resemble an extremely vertical
bell curve. The 29 game schedule
-was best represented in two
seasons.

t~

give up

young freshman defenseman, opponent's bullets. In one game,
was lost in the first game of the Evans made 64· saves in a 10-4
season in Colorado . with a rup- loss to the Big Red of Cornell.
tured spleen against Ai_r Force. _ At this point, many people had
John Fiorentino, another fresh- given up hope for UNH. Students
man defenseman, was lost with a had lost interest in the game, as
was exemplified by a half empty
knee iniurv.
Junior Bruce Crowder and Snively Arena. Nobody likes a
senior Bob Blood were .called loser, and UNH hockey was one.
upon .by Holt to hold together the But the key word there is "was",
Cat's patchwork defense, as for when the collee:e. populace
senior netminder Mark Evans
was left to the task of stopping HOCKEY, page 1~

Graduation? No

proble~

The first season was, well,

Wildcats l<"rank Roy (23) and Ralph Cox close in on the net m
action against Providence College last winter. Cox will
return to ·help, the Cats in their push to the playoffs. this
season. <Steve Morrison photo)

Icewomen roll

•
ID

much better forgotten. After a
promising pre-season, which tur. ned the heads of many Boston
sportswriters who had left UNH
from any chance of making the
playoffs, the Wildcats had dropped to a miserable 1-6-0 record by
semester break.
Bruce Rintoul, ~ promising ~

first season

doesn't take away from the team in their season opener against a
By Gerry Miles
Where do you go when the . that first year Coach Russ Mc- well~represented Colby team.
music stops?
Curdy had assembled. "You The Wildcats proved too much
For the UNH womens hockey never knew what tb expect' from and skated past Colby easily 8-4.
team, who went undefeated in them," said Mccurdy. "Just Boston University was the victim
their first varsity season, defying · when you think you have lo give of the next mismatch, losing 13-0,
all odds and a strong Cornell them a shove and tell them to get 9nd th~ stre~kJiad begun ..
The toughest New· England
team, the answer is a resounding going, they explode and score
competition
came
from
"nowhere."
four goals."
Because no one anticipated the
The 'th~y' Mccurdy js Providence College. But strong
women doing so ~ell, plus the referrine: to is the first line of net play from freshman Donna
fact that there is no league or of- Melissa White, Kathy Bryant, and . Nystrom prevailed as did a team
·
ficial standing to declare them · Gail Griffith. Together, mey effort to take the Friars 5-4.
the number one women's team in formed what was known as the
Although C~rnell was ready,
the east, the women ·could not G.A.S. (goal a shift). line, which the Cats prevailed, 5-3, to remain
continue to any playoffs.
accounted for more than 50 per- undefeated.
The team received an in- cent of the team's scoring.
Things should look strong for
vitation to a post-season tourBryant set herself apart from the women next year also, as they
nament at Cornell, but was the rest when she scored hat _only lose two playet"s to
unable to attend. The reason?
tricks in five straight games. graduation, and more girls are
Money.
White also did her share of attracted to UNH to play hockey.
"When things like. that are scoring, and tallied the "biggest Whether these people will get
proposed at the last minute and goals of the season" when she scholarships or not is unknown.
not planned into our budget, we scored the game winner over
One thing is certain. With the
Griffith was the high caliber of players on the
just can't do it," said UNH's Cornell.
women's athletic director Gail .playmaker, always finding the team, the goaltending position
Bigglestone. The women were open linemate and setting up in- solid for another three years, and
invited back to Cornell for the numerable goals. Strained knee the hopeful development of a
tourney after they beat the Big ligaments kept Griffith out of the womens league granted by the
Red in a come from behind win.
last game against Colby.
AIA W, next year could definitely
Still, the fact that there is
The fame of the team spread be "the year of the cat."
nothing after the season . quickly as they were teste~ first

The litany of-·graduates goes on and on. Jeff Allen, Jon
· Fontas, Lee Pope, Mark Evans, Bill Wharff, Grady Vigneau. All have le~t the UNH sports scene. Crowning the list, of course, is football's All-Everything, Bill
Burnham.
Despite the losses, no one involved with UNH athletics
sees any real problems -on the way for next year. Sure,
Burnham will be tough to replace, but the key to the UNH
football picture is depth. Bill Coleman should prove to
be a more than · adequate . replacement for number 36.
Anyway, if coach Bill Bowes is on target with his predictions·, the Wildcat defense should be strong enough to
make up for the loss of a 1,500-yard rusher on offense.
. At quarterback, Steve Wholley should be able to step
into the cleats of Jeff Allen with reasonable success.
The rest of the team should survive quite nicely with
the return of both starters and second line players from
last year. ·
Over at Snively Arena, hockey coach Charlie Holt is
looking forward to a repeat of last year's strong finish,
which carried his young skaters into the ECAC playoffs.
· Ken Lorance and Greg Moffett both had success last season in the nets for the Wildcats, so Holt isn't worried
about a l~ck of goaltending.
.
Co-captain Jon Fontas, named last year's "Most Exciting
Player" by the Downtown AC, will be missed for his
fiery play and leadership, but the name of the game in UNH
hockey is offense, and the Cats will have plenty of that
returning next winter. Senior Ralph Cox should be among
the featured players for his timely scoring ability.
Coach Gerry Friel lost four basketball players to grad-

uation this spring, most notably defensive specialist Ron
Layne and UNH's fifth all-time leading scorer Peter
Laskaris. The departure of co-captain Tom Cavanaugh
leaves a forward position open.
LYNCH, page 11

